How to Say Hello to a Worm
by Kari Percival
Say "hello" to works, dirt, peas, and more in this gentle how to guide for connecting with nature.

Wigging Worms at Work
by Wendy Pfeffer
Underneath your feet, worms are finding yummy things to eat! All the while helping the environment.

Superworm (available in Spanish)
by Julia Donaldson
Join Superworm, the most unlikely hero, and his friends as they save the day!

Worm Weather
by Jean Taft
Rain and worms go together like, well, rain and worm!

Worm Loves Worm
by J.J. Austrian
Tale as old as time. Worm meets worm. Worm falls in love with worm. But who will wear the dress? And the tux?

I Can Only Draw Worms
by Will Mabbitt
Part counting book, drawing book and introduction to worms! Wait till you see what happens to worm #8.
Worms can be a magical entry into the world of small creatures. Use these books to spark curiosity or keep the momentum going.

**Worms Eat My Garbage**
by Mary Appelhof
Learn how worms recycle food waste and turn it into rich soil. This book is a step by guide for worm composting.

**Worms**
by Martha London
Standards aligned book showing worms and their underground homes.

**Wonderful Worms**
by Linda Glaser
Worms are wonderfully part of the ecosystem of our planet. This book includes informative charts and illustrations.

**Yucky Worms**
by Vivian French
Learn where worms live, how they move and why they are gardeners best friends.

**We Dig Worms**
by Kevin McCloskey
Explore what worms are doing under your feat in the soil.

**Life Cycles: Worms**
by Robin Nelson
A basic overview of the life cycle of a worm with photos of real worms.